Additionally, the system created duplicate data entry across various platforms. It required additional systems and work-arounds, which had been around for more than a half century! What began as a steno pool eventually grew into a full-service temp agency that now:

- Provides candidate sourcing and screening
- Performs interviews and background checks
- Matches job seekers to temp opportunities across the UW community

It was all good for decades, but then... UTemp Staffing's original online system for candidate tracking, order management, and billing was built prior to Y2K. The antiquated system required additional systems and work-arounds, which created duplicate data entry across various platforms.

Additionally, the system:

- Depended on a browser that would not be supported beyond July 2014
- Was not upgradable

To remain in business, the UTemp staffing system required a massive redesign.

In a nutshell, they needed a completely retooled online request system.

We can build that!